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NONLINEAR EDGE PRESERVING FILTERING TECHNIQUES FOR IMAGE ENHANCEMENT*

Yong loon Lee and Salema A. Kaam

Moore School of Electrical Engineering
University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, PA 19104

kBSTRACT
pixels within the window centered on any pixel

Recently introduced generalizations of the location (k,A), and then chooses an interval
median filter (namely the a-trimmed mean and 1mk,X-q, k, qJ using some pre-selected constant
modified trimmed mean filters) are reviewed and q. Within the window, data samples outside this
related to a class of nonlinear filters called range are discarded and the average value of the

selective averaging filters, and two new filters rest of the data ti used as the output. MTN"
are defined. These filters are examined for filtering can be thought of as a modification of
performqnce on noise-corrupted images and shown to o-TM filtering 131. Note that the number of

have vnod smoothing characteristics without edge values used In averaging is not fixed a priori In

smearing. HTM filtering, while it is fixed as 2(N-T)+l in
a-TN filtering. The .qlE filter is able to reject

I. INTRODUCTION impulsive noise components because for each output
it starts by obtaining the median value inside the

The simple nonlinear action of the median corresponding window. Note that the MT filter

filter allows it to generally preserve edges while also treats its ordered data within a window in a
suppressing impulsive noise components quite well. non-symmetric way depending on the data.
'ledian filtering, however. may fail to provide The window sizes of a-TM and MTM filters are
sufficient smoothing of non-impulsive noise constrained as in median filtering. If a narrow
components such as white Gaussian noise. Several pulse of the original image, composed of I pixels
new filters have recently been studied as is to be preserved. then the maxim window site,
generalizationa of the median filter. Spec- allowed is 21-1 in the noise-free case. To
ifically, the a-trimmed man filter (a-TN filter) overcome this difficulty a double-window (DI1)
11-31 and the modified trimmed mean filter (MTN variation of the NTH filter has been introduced
filter) [31 have been proposed as useful new f31. In the double-window HI filter (D NTH
nonlinear filters. The class of nonlinear filters filter) windows of size 21.1 and 2L+l, with L ) N.

called selective averaging filters (4). which are centered at (k.). First the sample median

includes the K-nearest neighbor filter (K-NN akX is computed from the small window of size

filter) [4,5, can be related to these gen- 2Ni. For some positive number q an interval
eralized median filters. We will examine this [mk,-q. mskAq] is chosen. Then the man of
relationship in Section II and from this re- pointe lying within the interval (.k,A-q. Ok,Aeq-
lationship will be able to define two other ie. among the samples in the larger window of size

filters, the median K-nearest neighbor filter (NED 2L+l is computed as the output. The condition

K-XN filter) and the modified nearest neighbor concerning preservation of a narrow pulse composed
filter (XNN filter). In Section III we will give of I connected pixels, namely, 2N1 S 21-1. is a

results of experiments in which these filters are necessary but not sufficient condition in the

applied to noisy images. two-dimensional case (it is sufficient and

All of the filters considered in this paper necessary in one dimension). In general we can
are local image enhancement techniques in which say that a narrow pulse composed of I pixels will
each pixel is replaced by a value obtained through always be preserved by median filtering of window

an operation performed on a neighborhood W of the size 2N1. 1 21-1 if at least 14l pixels of the

pixel. The size of a window or neighborhood is narrow pulse are included in the window whenever
the total number of pixel locations in it. We the subject pixel (center of the window) comes
will generally be interested in odd window sizes from the narrow pulse.

which we will write as 2Ni1 for an integer N.
The output YkA of an a-TN filter of window size II. RzLATrOysNIP OF GENERALIZED MEDIAN FILTERS

2K l at pixel location (k,A) for an input image TO SELECTIVE AVERAGING FILTERS H
"XkJ is the average value of pixels remaining in
the window after the T * (*(2N+I)l largest and Selective averaging 141 refers to a class of
smallest pixels are discarded, with a being some local image enhancement techniques which are
parameter constrained by 0 S a S O.S. The MTN designed specifically to not average across edges,
filter first determines the sample median mk,X of or lines. At each pixel, called the subject

pixel, every value in its window is examined.
This research is supported by the Air Force Office
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narrow pulses, although the degree of
Then the general idea is that only those pixesla non-impulsve noise suppression is not changed by
coming from the same region (for example, same increasing window size for a fixed K. In the
side of an edge) an the subject pi-xl are averaged two-dimensional case the conditions K I Mel and K
and the rest are discarded. Note that the gen- I I have to be modified, depending on the shapes
oralized median filters, especially the a-TN and of the window, the narrow pulses and edges. For
NH filters, follow the same general policy except instance, when a symmetric square window of size
that they average pixel values close to the 2N+I is used, horizontal or vertical edges will be
median pixel. In particular, one selective preserved by choosing K I vrTT (7+1l)/2. Con-
averaging technique called the K-nearest neighbor corning the preservation of two-dimensional
filter (K-NN filter) (4,51 will now be shown to narrow pulses, a statement similar to the one
be closely related to a-TH and NTH filters, mentioned at the end of the previous section can

Two versions of a K-NN filter may be defined, be made; a narrow pulse composed of I pixels will
In the first version (K-NN1 ). in each window the be preserved by K-NM filtering with K S I if all
filter averages a fixed number K of values closest of the pixels in the narrow pulse are included in
to the subject pixel, including the pixel itself, the window whenever the subject pixel is part of
where K is an integer less than or equal to the the narrow pulse.
window size 2N+1. The output is then this We should note that in 14,51 a filter has
averaged value. This K-NNI filter is similar to been defined (which we will describe as the K-NN2
the a-TM filter in the sense that it averages a filter) in which the subject pixel is excluded
fixed number of selected values inside each from the averaging. In other words, the window W
window. Thus in non-impulsive noise suppression does not include the subject pixel. Use of this
the K-NNI and the o-TM filters can be designed to type of window for the K-NN filter may have an
have similar performances (by choosing K - advantage in that the filter can suppress isolated
2(%-T)+1). However, impulsive noise components impulsive noise components. However, for both
cannot be suppressed effectively, in general, by K-MM filters impulsive noise suppression can be
averaging the values within a window which are achieved by repeated filtering.
close to the value of the center pixel. This is The a-TN filter averages a fixed number of
because the center pixel itself way have been values sysmetrically in a neighborhood of the
corrupted by an impulsive noise component, median, and is a direct extension of a median
Generalized median filters can suppress impulsive filter. The K-NM filter averages a fixed number
noise because they average values close to the of values in a neighborhood of the subject pixel,
median. On the other hand, the K-MNI filter has a which results in non-symmetric treatment of the
non-symmetric data-dependent smoothing property as ordered data, and say be viewed as an extension of
in MTH filtering. It always averages K con- an identity filter. This comparison brings up the
secutive pixel values from amongst the ordered possibility of a symmetric K-NM filter averaging a
set, but the location of these values in the fixed number of values as a direct extension of
ordered set is not fixed, Thus the K-MN1 filter the identity filter and a counterpart of the a-TM
can be more effective than the a-TN filter in edge extension of the median filte;. For instance, in
preservation for properly chosen K; for example, the one-dimensional case, when the subject pixel
when a 3 x 3 symmetric square window is used the is xk a symmetric K-NNI filter may be defined to %
K-MN I filter with K 1 6 will preserve a noise-free select (K-)/2 samples from each of the sets
step edge with a horizontal, vertical or diagonal (xiJk-N I I ( k1 and (xilk ( I I k+NI, for an odd
orientation. In addition, iterated use of the K. However, this extension of the identity filter
K-NN1 filter can result in impulsive noise can be expected to neither preserve edges well nor
suppression, because at each iteration the value suppress impulsive noise components and will not
of an impulsive component is reduced and be considered further. On the other hand. one can
non-impulsive components are not influenced by the also think of a non-symetric o-TN filter which
presence of impulsive components., averages a fixed number of values in a neigh-

In K-NN I filtering the window size can be borhood of the median as in a-TM filtering, but
chosen more freely because, for a fixed K, with possibly a different number of values
different window sizes generally do not result in selected from either side of the median. This
very different performances as long as they are leads to a filter which averages K pixels whose
all reasonably big. We can observe this *x- gray levels are closest to the median amongst the
plicitly in the one-dimensional case, in which K S gray levels in any window; we will refer to it as
N+1 is the necessary and sufficient condition for the median K-NM filter. The window sizes of the
the preservation of noise-free step edges, and median K-NN filter are restricted as in median
both K S N+l and K I I are the necessary and filtering. while K Is chosen as in K-NN filtering.
sufficient conditions for the preservation of a MN filtering, in which a variable number of

noise-free narrow pulse of duration 1; note that values are averaged non-symmetrically in a
such a narrow pulse can generally be written as neighborhood of the median, can be thought of as a

modification of mdian K-NM1 filters. The K-MM
0 , k < j filters can be modified to average a variable

xk HI j S k ( j+I (I) number of samples non-symmetrically in the same

M2  J + I I k way that the median K-NN1 filter can be modified
to give the NTIN filter. This leads us to filters ".

where j is an integer and HI 0 0, M2 0 HI. Thus a which will be called the modified nearest neighbor f.
large window size can be chosen without distorting filters (KMN filters). The MNN filters average
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values lying within some interval [xk-q, xk+q]  either 100 or 150, and a sinusoidal part whose
amongst the values in their window, wkhere xk is maximum amplitude was 150 and minimm amplitude
the gray level of the subject pixel, was 100. The height of edges was 50 except forThe PNN1 filter cannot suppress impulaive the lower diagonal one (see photographs on the
noise components effectively even with iterated ext page) whose height was 35. Each cross-shaped
use because it averages values close to the sub- narrow pulse was composed of 12 pixels having a ".
ject pixel value in any window; however, it can," constant gray level of 150. Two types of noise *.
smooth non-impulsive noise without blurring. The were added to the original image; zero-man white L
behavior of the KNN1 filter varies from that of Gaussian noise with standaed deviation 10 and 100
the identity filter (no filtering) when the Impulses which occurred at random positions, with
subject pixel has been corrupted by an impulsive gray levels 250. The filters discussed so far.
noise to that of the running mean filter when the with a 3 x 3 square window, were applied to the '
subject pixel is located in a slowly varying noisy image and this application was iterated
portion of the image, for a properly chosen q. three times. (The notation 31 in the photographs

We have noted, in Section II, that a DW HTh stands for "3 iterations"). In DW MT filtering 3
tilter allows one to achieve more smoothing x 3 and 7 x 7 square windos were used. The
without severe loss of narrow pulses in an image. IN 1 filter was also used with a 7 x 7 square
Increasing the window size of an MTH filter window on 3 x 3 square-window median filtered
directly does not allow this advantage to be data. The parameter K for the K-NN1 and median
obtained, In PNN I filtering, increasing the K-NN1 filter was chose to be 6 and the parameter
window size does allow more smoothing without lose q for the N1M, DV NTN and MNNI filters was
of narrow pulses for a properly chosen q; of chosen to be 30 (i.e. q-H-2a, except for the lower
course, MN filtering does not give impulsive diagonal edge).
noise rejection. For instance, the on.- The NTH filter after three iterations is seen
dimensional noise-free narrow pulse of (1) will to be better in noise suppression than the
be preserved for any window size as long as iterated median, median K-KNI and K-N 1

mi (HI, H, (2) filters, which give a more mottled appearance.
, H ,  -H2I. The results of the DW NTH filter and the median

If only filter followed by the PNN1 filter are seen to
be quite similar and better than all the other

q < min JH1 , H2 1 (3) results.

holds the pulse is also preserved, as long as the -'EC
window size is not larger than 2*ll. Note that (11 A. C. Bovik, T. S. Huang and 0. C. Munson.
the DW PETM filter also preserves the pulse (1), Jr.. "A generalization of median filtering
as long as the condition (2) holds and the small using linear combinations of order statis- .
window size is not larger than 21-1, for ar- ties." IZ Trana. Acoueftes8 Speech and
bitrarily large window size. If only (3) holds ti I EEE Trns. Vol . S peh andSignal Processing, Vol. ASSP-31, pp.13 42-than the pulse (1) is also preserved in DW HTM 1350, Dec. 1983.
filtering if the large window size is no larger 12) J. 3. l dnar and T. L. Watt, "Alpha-trismed
than 21mas and their relationship to median

It is interesting to note that the NTH and filters." IEUE Trans. Acoustics, Speech and
SNN1 filters can be represented as a weighted Signal Proceasin, Vol. ASSP-32, pp. 145-153.
average of the form Feb. 1964.

r. kr~ [31 Y. H. Lee and S. A. Kassaa. "Generalized
r median filtering and related nonlingar filter

= (4) ing techniques," Submitted for publication in
a r s IEEE Trans. Acoustics, Speech and Signal

1 hen V r~Processing (See also Proc. 1983 ICASSP,
Ss I qpp. 411-414, Boston, HA).

rLe - m, I q 41 A. Rosenfeld and A. C. Kok, Digital Picture
ar,s ()Processing, Vol. 1, 2nd Ed., Academic Press,

otherwise 1962.

(S L. S. Davis and A. Rosenfeld. "Noie
we ot the filter. The NN filter is be cleaning by iterated local averaging," EEetained by replacing mk t in (5) with xk X. The T I ~ts Nn ysnt ,p.75-- 0 ...
DW PTM filter can also be obtained by using the Sp. 1979. " C r .p 5 0
large window as W in (4) and by using sk,A from Sp 99
the small window in (5).

III. EXPERIMENTS DTC T 3 -Unanznounco 0]
In this section we give some results of the .

application of the above nonlinear filters in J tfCFA -o

image processing. The original image under
consideration consisted of 100 x 100 pixel values
with eight bits of resolution per pixel. It was a Biatrib y.i
geometric image of flat portions with gray levels Distribution/
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